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Introduction

RNNs are fully connected, they require a large number of weight memory accesses, leading to high 
power consumption. 

An RNN delta network update approach can reduce memory access and computes with negligible 
accuracy loss

The DeltaRNN updates the output of a neuron only when the neuron’s activation changes by more than
a delta threshold.

FPGA measurement results from a single-layer RNN of 256 Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) neurons
show that the DRNN achieves 1.2 TOp/s effective throughput and 164 GOp/s/W power efficiency.

The delta update leads to a 5.7x speedup compared to a conventional RNN update because of the 
sparsity created by the DN algorithm and the zero-skipping ability of DRNN.



Contributions

Developing the Delta Network (DN) algorithm that skips dispensable computations during network
inference by exploiting the temporal dependency in RNN inputs and activations.

To provide sufficient bandwidth for arithmetic units and less external memory access, DRNN stores the
network weight matrix in BRAM blocks.

It was tested on the TIDIGITS dataset using an RNN model with one GRU layer of 256 neurons.



Delta Network Algorithm

Comparison between a standard gated RNN 
network (left) and a sparse delta network (right)

Skipping neuron updates save multiplications between 
input vectors and columns that correspond to zero ∆x(t)



for memory access, to calculate a dense MxV, oc · n2

weight elements and n vector elements has to be
fetched. The DN MxV needs to fetch oc · n2 weight
elements, 2n vector elements for ∆x(t), n vector
elements for y(t - 1) and finally write n vector elements
for y(t)

Delta threshold

Delta Network Algorithm



Acceleration System Overview

The input and output interface of the DRNN accelerator uses the AXIS protocol to stream data in from the MM2S Data FIFO and out to the
S2MM Data FIFO. Both the input and output interfaces are 64-bit wide in order to transfer 4 16-bit values per clock cycle.

The weight BRAM block consumes 400 36-Kbit BRAM blocks (∼1.76 MB) to store all weight matrices and biases on-chip to provide
sufficient bandwidth.

Input vectors are stored in DRAM to be transferred to DRNN during runtime and output vectors are written back to DRAM immediately
after being produced by DRNN.



DRNN Architecture

The function of the IEU is to execute subtractions and comparisons between the input vectors from the current and 
previous timesteps to generate delta vectors

The MxV Unit executes Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) operations using the sparse IEU output. It contains 768 MAC units that 
performs 16-bit multiplications and 32-bit accumulations on signed integers. 

Accumulation results from the MxV Unit are sent to the AP module which computes the activation of the GRU layer for the 
current timestep.



Input Encoding Unit

Principle of generating and allocating NZVL and NZILBlock diagram of the IEU

A complete NZVL consists of all non-zero elements of ∆x(t) or ∆h(t -1) and the corresponding NZIL contains indices of elements in the NZVL
and can be encoded into addresses for fetching corresponding weight columns.

Either NZVL or NZIL is split and allocated in two FIFOs in ascending order of indices. Zero padding is conducted at the end of the allocation
if the number of non-zero values is an odd number.



Matrix Vector Multiplication Unit

The MxV Unit is composed of 3 channels, R, U and C.

Each channel has 128 clusters of multipliers (MUL) and 128 clusters of summation adders (ADD) both with two instances per cluster.
This is equivalent to 256 MAC units per channel.

Multipliers are instantiated using DSP blocks to perform multiplications on 16-bit signed integers. Summation adders are synthesized by
Look-up Tables (LUTs) and perform 32- bit summation.

The Channel Width equals to the number of multiplier clusters in each MxV channel, so that it denotes the amount of column elements that
can be processed by the channel in each clock cycle. The Channel Worksize indicates how many clock cycles the MxV channel needs to finish
processing a column. In this design, the Channel Width is 128 and the Channel Worksize is 2. It takes 2 clock cycles for each MxV channel to
process 2 columns.



Activation Pipeline Unit

The condition to launch the MxV Unit is when both NZVL FIFOs for ∆x(t) and ∆h(t - 1) are not empty. Thus, during this 
period, the MxV Unit idle which are reused by AP. 

Adders are synthesized by LUTs. Activation function uses RALUT.



Experimental Setup

• Vivado 2017.2 was used for synthesis and implementation of the design. After place and route, the system is able to operate 
at 125 MHz.

• Xilinx Zynq-7000 All Programmable SoC Mini-Module Plus (MMP) system-on a-module (SOM) mounted on a customized
baseboard with a power module. It has a dual ARM Cortex-A9 CPU, a Kintex-7 XC7Z100 FPGA, and 1 GB DDR3
SDRAM.

• Trained with TIDIGIT datasets on GPU with DN algorithms for different threshold.

• 39 Inputs 256 Units of GRU 200 Units FC1 Leaky RelU 10 Units FC2 softmax

• Input dimension is 39, quantized into 16-bit Q8.8 fixed-point numbers. They are stored in the off-chip DRAM and are 
transferred to the DRNN one sample at a time during runtime using the AXI-DMA. 

• Hidden layer outputs are written back to the off-chip DRAM to be used by the CPU to produce classification results

• The dimensions of the weight matrices corresponding to inputs and activations are 256 × 39 and 256 × 256 respectively.
16 bit quantized, stored on chip BRAM



Performance

The effective throughput of the DRNN is evaluated by streaming 128 input samples to DRNN and measuring the time to process all samples.
Padded zeros in each sample are removed. The total number of timesteps of the 128 samples is 12263 leading to a total number of operations
equaling 12263 × 453120 = 5.56 Gop.

According to the standard GRU formulation, the total Operations per Timestep (OPsT) is: OPsT = 6 × LX × LH + 6 × LH × LH = 453120



Power and Resource Consumption

Measured the wall-plug power using a Voltcraft
4500 ADVANCED Energy Monitor and compared
with Xilinx power analyzer.



Overall Summary



Conclusion

Without weight compression and using 16-bit parameters, the DRNN achieved an effective throughput of
1.2 TOp/s and MAC computation efficiency of 623.96% with negligible numerical accuracy loss in a
simple speech RNN.

The power consumption of the Zynq MMP board with a programmed DRNN is 7.3 W, leading to a
power efficiency of 164 GOp/s/W.

The main limitation of our work is the low scalability limited by the available number of BRAM blocks. 
Moreover, to provide sufficient bandwidth, space in BRAM is not fully utilized.
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